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 Reception Awards and nominations Audience response In 2016, the episode "The Phantom of the Opera" received more than
14 million viewers on USA Network, the second highest number of viewers on any network that night. It also earned a 2.7 rating

among adults 18-49, making it the second most-watched program on USA Network that night. It was USA Network's highest-
rated scripted program of the night. Ratings References External links Category:2016 American television seasons

Category:Super Bowl lead-out programs Category:Super Bowl SundayNicholas Chan (chemist) Nicholas Chan Kwan-yuk () was
a notable Chinese-born British chemist. Chan was a disciple of the noted chemist Andrew Garrett, with whom he shared the

1909 Nobel Prize for Chemistry for the discovery of polychloroethane. Chan's doctoral research involved, among other things,
the preparation of carbon tetrachloride. Chan was a leading member of the British Association for the Advancement of Science.
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He served as president of the Chinese Chemical Society of Great Britain, and represented that organisation at the League of
Nations in 1922. He is notable for being the first person of Chinese origin to win a Nobel Prize. Chan, Nicholas K. J. (1914)

Account of experiments on chlorine hydrides. Chem. Soc. J. Category:Chinese chemists Category:Nobel laureates in Chemistry
Category:1877 births Category:1929 deaths Category:Hong Kong Nobel laureates Category:Hong Kong people Category:Hong

Kong scientists Category:People from Guangzhou Category:Presidents of the Royal Society of Chemistry Category:Members of
the Royal Institute of Chemistry Category:Members of the Royal Asiatic Society of Great Britain Category:British chemists

Category:Hong Kong people of Chaoshanese descent Category:Chinese Nobel laureates Category:Scientists from Guangdong
Category:Polychlorinated biphenyls Category:Chinese expatriates in the United KingdomTargeting of the autophagic machinery
at aggregates of amyloid-beta in brain. Accumulation of amyloid-beta (Abeta) in Alzheimer's disease (AD) is closely associated

with the progression of the disease and is believed to play a crucial role in neuronal dysfunction and death. 82157476af
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